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Gas–liquid mass transfer 
characteristics of aviation fuel 
scrubbing in an aircraft fuel tank
Li Chaoyue1,2, Feng Shiyu2*, Xu Lei1,2, Peng Xiaotian2 & Yan Yan3

Dissolved oxygen evolving from aviation fuel leads to an increase in the oxygen concentration in an 
inert aircraft fuel tank ullage that may increase the flammability of the tank. Aviation fuel scrubbing 
with nitrogen-enriched air (NEA) can largely reduce the amount of dissolved oxygen and counteract 
the adverse effect of oxygen evolution. The gas–liquid mass transfer characteristics of aviation 
fuel scrubbing are investigated using the computational fluid dynamics method, which is verified 
experimentally. The effects of the NEA bubble diameter, NEA superficial velocity and fuel load on 
oxygen transfer between NEA and aviation fuel are discussed. Findings from this work indicate 
that the descent rate of the average dissolved oxygen concentration, gas holdup distribution and 
volumetric mass transfer coefficient increase with increasing NEA superficial velocity but decrease 
with increasing bubble diameter and fuel load. When the bubble diameter varies from 1 to 4 mm, 
the maximum change of descent rate of dissolved oxygen concentration is 18.46%, the gas holdup 
is 8.73%, the oxygen volumetric mass transfer coefficient is 81.45%. When the NEA superficial 
velocities varies from 0.04 to 0.10 m/s, the maximum change of descent rate of dissolved oxygen 
concentration is 146.77%, the gas holdup is 77.14%, the oxygen volumetric mass transfer coefficient is 
175.38%. When the fuel load varies from 35 to 80%, the maximum change of descent rate of dissolved 
oxygen concentration is 21.15%, the gas holdup is 49.54%, the oxygen volumetric mass transfer 
coefficient is 44.57%. These results provide a better understanding of the gas and liquid mass transfer 
characteristics of aviation fuel scrubbing in aircraft fuel tanks and can promote the optimal design of 
fuel scrubbing inerting systems.

List of symbols
a  Gas–liquid interface area  (m2/m3)
CD  Drag coefficient
CL  Lift coefficient
CVM  Virtual mass coefficient
cN  Dissolved nitrogen concentrations in aviation fuel (kg/m3)
cO  Dissolved oxygen concentrations in aviation fuel (kg/m3)
cs,N  Saturation concentrations of dissolved nitrogen in the liquid phase corresponding to instantaneous 

partial pressure of gas  N2 (kg/m3)
cs,O  Saturation concentrations of dissolved oxygen in the liquid phase corresponding to instantaneous 

partial pressure of gas  O2 (kg/m3)
c′iu

′
i  Turbulent diffusion of the concentration (kg/(m2 s)

DN  Nitrogen mass diffusion coefficients in aviation  (m2/s)
DO  Oxygen mass diffusion coefficients in aviation  (m2/s)
dB  Bubble diameter (m)
dbq  Equivalent diameter of NEA bubble q (m)
dbs  Sauter diameter of the NEA bubble (m)
Eo  Eotvos number
g  Gravitational acceleration (m/s2)
hbq  Major axis of the ellipsoidal bubble (m)
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Ji  Mass flux resulting from molecular diffusion (kg/(m2 s))
KN  Mass transfer coefficients of  N2 in aviation fuel (m/s)
KO  Mass transfer coefficients of  O2 in aviation fuel (m/s)
k  Turbulence kinetic energy  (m2/s2)
L  Ostwald coefficient
lbq  Minor axis of the ellipsoidal bubble (m)
nq  Number of bubbles having an equivalent diameter dbq
Pk  Turbulence product resulting from shear  (m2/s2)
p  Pressure (Pa)
R  Interfacial force (N/m)
Re  Reynold number
Si  Interfacial mass transfer source (kg/m3)
SN  Interfacial mass transfer of  N2 (kg/(m3 s))
SO  Interfacial mass transfer of  O2 (kg/(m3 s))
T  Temperature (K)
t  Time (s)
u  Velocity (m/s)
ur  Relative velocity between the NEA bubble and liquid (m/s)
α  Volume fraction
ρ  Density (kg/m3)
τ  Stress tensors
μ  Dynamic viscosity (Pa s)
μt  Turbulence dynamic viscosity (Pa s)
ω  Surface tension coefficient
ε  Dissipation rate of turbulence kinetic energy

Superscript
DF  Drag force
LF  Lift force
VMF  Virtual mass force

Subscript
i, j  The phase index
l  Liquid phase
g  Gas phase

Fuel tank explosions are one of the main causes of aircraft crashes. Research has illustrated that fuel tanks burn 
easily when an external ignition source exists if the oxygen concentration in the ullage exceeds the limiting 
oxygen concentration (LOC)1,2. Considering the differences in ignition energy between military and civilian 
aircraft, the LOC is set as 12% for civilian aircraft and 9% for military  aircraft3,4. Fuel tank inerting technology 
is practical and widely used for the protection of aircraft fuel tanks. NEA is injected into tank ullage to displace 
oxygen and reduce the oxygen concentration to less than the  LOC5,6. However, dissolved oxygen may be released 
from aviation fuel due to the concentration difference between the inert ullage and fuel during flight. The released 
oxygen entering the ullage results in an increase in the ullage oxygen concentration and makes the fuel tank 
 combustible7. To counteract the effect of dissolved oxygen evolution, fuel scrubbing inerting has been proposed 
to pump NEA into the fuel to displace the dissolved oxygen and has been applied to military  aircraft8,9.

Fuel scrubbing is a simple and enhanced gas–liquid direct contact deoxygenation method. Dissolved oxygen 
evolves and enters an NEA bubble across the interface between gas and liquid because of the difference in oxygen 
partial pressure. The oxygen mass transfer performance is closely related to the hydrodynamics. Unfortunately, 
there is a lack of research on oxygen mass transfer in aviation fuel scrubbing. The gas–liquid mass transfer per-
formance in aeration tanks and bubble columns is similar to fuel scrubbing, and there are numerous studies on 
the parameters affecting oxygen mass  transfer10,11.

Gillot12 experimentally studied the bubble size and oxygen mass transfer in an oxidation ditch affected by 
horizontal flow, and the results indicated that horizontal velocity could enhance the oxygen transfer and bub-
ble diameter.  Kulkarni13 performed experiments to investigate the effects of bubble size distribution on mass 
transfer in a bubble column reactor.  Buwa14 experimentally studied the effects of sparger design, gas superficial 
velocity and coalescence suppressing additives on gas–liquid flow dynamics.  Trivedi15 conducted an experiment 
to study the hydrodynamics of countercurrent bubbles, and the results showed that bubble diameter decreases 
with increasing liquid velocity.  McClure16 measured the oxygen transfer rate, bubble size, interfacial area and 
volumetric mass transfer coefficient in a bubble column, which are useful parameters for predicting the gas mass 
transfer characteristics in theoretical calculations.

In addition, the CFD method is also widely used in gas–liquid direct contact mass transfer.  Terashima17 stud-
ied the effects of bubble size on the volumetric oxygen coefficient in different aeration tanks.  Fayolle18 studied the 
axial liquid velocities, local gas holdups and oxygen transfer coefficients in four different aeration tanks based on 
the CFD method.  Wen19 investigated the mass transfer coefficient between regeneration air and liquid desiccant 
in a liquid desiccant cooling system using CFD.  Talvy20 simulated the hydrodynamics and axial dispersion of 
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two-phase bubbly flow in an airlift internal loop reactor with CFD.  Gresch21 found that CFD is a valuable and 
accurate tool for simulating the flow field in aeration tanks.

The oxygen mass transfer in fuel scrubbing directly affects the potential increase in ullage oxygen concentra-
tion. For the optimized design of a fuel scrubbing inerting system, the oxygen transfer characteristics affected 
by the NEA bubble size, NEA superficial velocity and fuel load are studied using an experimentally verified 
CFD model.

Physical and mathematical models
Physical model. A schematic diagram of the scaled fuel tank is sketched in Fig. 1, and the three-dimen-
sional model size is 300 × 200 × 100  mm3. The tank is filled with aviation fuel to a predetermined level. Then, 
NEA is injected into the aviation fuel from an inlet sparger at the bottom of the fuel tank, forming tiny bubbles 
that are dispersed throughout the liquid.

Mathematical model. Conservation equations. The Euler–Euler two-fluid model is suitable and widely 
used in CFD simulations of gas–liquid direct contact mass  transfer22,23. In the Euler–Euler two fluid model, 
liquid as a continuous phase is interspersed with dispersed gas. Each phase in the multiphase flow model is 
solved by a set of momentum equations and continuity equation models. The conservation equations for the 
Euler–Euler model are shown below.

The mass conservation equation for the gas or liquid phase can be expressed as:

The momentum conservation for both phases can be written as:

Rij is the interfacial force between the gas and liquid, which mainly includes the drag force, lift force and 
virtual mass force. Because the forces between the gas and liquid phases are reciprocal, the interfacial forces of 
each phase can be expressed as:

The drag force is essentially the frictional resistance between the bubble and liquid during the gas–liquid 
flow, which can be expressed as:

where (ug–ul) is the slip velocity between the gas and liquid. CD is determined by the bubble Reynold number 
and Eotvos number, which is presented  as14,24:
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Figure 1.  Schematic diagram of the scaled fuel tank.
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The bubble Reynold number and Eotvos number can be expressed  as25:

The momentum exchange between bubbles and liquid in two-phase flow due to aerodynamic lift can be 
expressed in terms of lift force and can be expressed  as26:

where CL is the lift coefficient with a value of 0.527.
The virtual mass force is the force exerted on the surrounding liquid by the accelerated motion of the bubble 

and can be expressed as:

where CVM is the virtual mass coefficient with a set value of 0.5 for accurate  results28.

Turbulence model. The main function of the turbulence model is to solve the turbulent motion equation of the 
fluid by connecting the new unknowns with the average velocity gradient. Many turbulence models have been 
developed in the  literature29,30, and the two equation models are the most straightforward turbulence models 
to obtain the velocity scale turbulent kinetic energy k and turbulence length scale dissipation rate ε by solving 
two additional transport Eqs. 31. The standard k–ε model is widely used in academia and industry because of its 
advantages in robustness, economics and accuracy in  computation32,33. The standard k–ε model can be expressed 
as:

where ωk, ωε, C1 and C2 can be set to values of 1.0, 1.3, 1.44 and 1.92, respectively.
The turbulent viscosity μt can be expressed as:

where Cμ is an empirical coefficient that can be set as 0.09.

Two‑phase mass transfer. The quantity of oxygen mass transfer between the gas bubble and liquid is solved by 
the general transport equation in two-phase flow, which can be expressed as:

During scrubbing, the change in oxygen and nitrogen partial pressure results in oxygen and nitrogen mass 
transfer between the NEA bubble and aviation fuel. It can be expressed as:

The saturation concentration of  O2 and  N2 in aviation fuel can be determined according to the Ostwald coef-
ficient, which represents the volume of gas dissolved per volume of liquid at the specified partial pressure of gas 
and temperature. The Ostwald  coefficient34 can be expressed as:

where L0 is the Ostwald coefficient at 0 ℃ for petroleum liquids with ρl = 850 kg/m3, which are set to values of 
0.16 and 0.069 for  O2 and  N2, respectively.
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The gas–liquid interface area is determined by the ratio of the total bubble surface and the volume of liquid, 
and it can be expressed as:

where dbs is the Sauter diameter of the NEA bubble and is given  as11:

The classic penetration  theory35 is applied to determine the mass transfer coefficient and is expressed as:

The mass diffusion coefficient is closely related to viscosity, temperature and other  factors36,37. In our previ-
ous studies, the authors experimentally measured the oxygen and nitrogen mass diffusion coefficients in RP3 
aviation and correlated them as  follows38,39:

Numerical solution
Simulation details. The gas–liquid mass transfer characteristics of aviation fuel scrubbing are studied 
by solving the equations above with commercial ANSYS-Fluent 18.0 software. The simulations are performed 
with the Euler-Euler two-fluid model. The mass transfer between gas and liquid is simulated by applying a 
define function to the loading mass transfer source term at the gas–liquid interface. The liquid RP3 aviation fuel 
(ρl = 805 kg/m3; μl = 1.15 ×  10–3 Pa∙s) is a continuous phase, and NEA  (N2 and  O2 volume fractions are 95% and 
5%, respectively) is a dispersed phase. The simulations are conducted at a constant temperature of 300 K.

To ensure the accuracy of the simulation, grid independence verification must be carried out in advance. Grid 
sizes of 6000, 12,000, 25,000 and 48,000 are created, and the scrubbing process is simulated with a fuel load of 
80% and an NEA superficial velocity of 0.04 m/s. The gas holdup distributions on the straight line between the 
two coordinate points (150, 50, 0) and (150, 50, 160) in the tank are presented in Fig. 2. It is obvious that a grid 
size of 25,000 is sufficient for the simulation considering the calculation accuracy and cost.

Simulation correctness verification. The variation in dissolved oxygen concentration during aviation 
fuel scrubbing directly reflects the gas–liquid mass transfer characteristics. Therefore, the dissolved oxygen 
concentration is calculated by the CFD method and compared with experiments to verify the correctness of 
the simulation. The experimental device system of fuel scrubbing is presented in Fig. 3. The dissolved oxygen 
concentration was monitored by a Figaro KDS-25B oxygen concentration sensor with a measurement range of 
0 ~ 80 mg/L.

The bubble diameter is essential for determining the mass transfer coefficients of  O2 and  N2 according to 
Eqs. (21) and (22). The NEA bubble shape in the fuel is photographed by a charge-coupled device (CCD), and the 
minor and major axes can be obtained with the help of the digital image processing software  ImageJ40. Therefore, 
the Sauter diameters calculated by Eqs. (19) and (20) are used as an important input parameter in the CFD simu-
lation. Two different experimental cases under NEA volume flow rates of 4 mL/s and 8 mL/s at a fuel load of 80% 
are conducted. The NEA bubble shape and equivalent diameter distribution in the fuel are presented in Fig. 4. 
The Sauter diameter was calculated to be 1.53 mm at an NEA volume flow rate of 4 mL/s and 3.71 mm at 8 mL/s.

The CFD simulation and experiment were conducted under the conditions above, and the ullage oxygen 
concentration was decreased to 12%. The comparison of dissolved oxygen concentrations between the CFD 
simulation and experiment is shown in Fig. 5. The maximum deviation between the CFD and experiment is 
less than 6.25% for a Sauter diameter of 1.53 mm and 6.67% for a Sauter diameter of 3.71 mm. Despite a small 
deviation, the CFD simulations are in good agreement with the experiment, and the CFD method can be applied 
to accurately study the gas–liquid mass transfer characteristics of aviation fuel scrubbing.
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Results and discussion
In the aviation fuel scrubbing process, the characteristics of gas–liquid mass transfer vary with NEA bubble 
diameter, NEA superficial velocity and fuel load. The influence of these parameters is studied below.

Influence of NEA bubble diameter. The gas-liquid mass transfer in aviation fuel scrubbing is simulated 
with different NEA bubblediameters of 1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm and 4 mm at a superficial NEA velocity of 0.04 m/s 
and fuel load of 80%. Figure  6 presents the dissolved oxygen concentration versus scrubbing time. The dis-
solved oxygen concentration decreases with increasing scrubbing time, and the larger the bubble diameter is, the 
greater the dissolved oxygen concentration. The maximum difference in dissolved oxygen concentration at the 
same scrubbing time can be as great as 14.68% at these four bubble diameters. The rate of descent of dissolved 
oxygen concentration decreases as the bubble diameter increases. The average rates of descent of dissolved oxy-
gen concentration are 0.065 mg/s, 0.062 mg/s, 0.057 mg/s and 0.053 mg/s when the bubble diameter varies from 
1 to 4 mm, and the maximum change is 18.46%.

The study of gas holdup distribution in aviation fuel during the scrubbing process can be helpful to under-
stand the basic law of fluid  flow17, and the gas–liquid contact area is closely related to the gas holdup, which 
affects the mass transfer rate of oxygen and nitrogen at the gas–liquid interface. Figure 7 shows the contours of 
the gas holdup distribution at different bubble diameters, and it can be seen that the gas holdup decreases as the 
bubble diameter increases. The average gas holdup in fuel is 1.352%, 1.315%, 1.283% and 1.234% separately at 
bubble diameters varying from 1 to 4 mm, and the maximum change is 8.73%.

The oxygen volumetric mass transfer coefficient is defined as the product of the oxygen mass transfer coef-
ficient and gas–liquid contact area that represent the performance of the scrubbing system. Figure 8 presents the 
variation of the oxygen volumetric mass transfer coefficient with bubble diameter. It is obvious that the oxygen 
volumetric mass transfer coefficient decreases with increasing bubble diameter. The average oxygen volumetric 
mass transfer coefficient is 0.221 1/s, 0.117 1/s, 0.080 1/s and 0.041 1/s separately at bubble diameters varying 
from 1 to 4 mm, and the maximum change is 81.45%.
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Figure 2.  Gas holdup distributions with four types of grids.
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Influence of NEA superficial velocity. The gas–liquid mass transfer in aviation fuel scrubbing is simu-
lated with different NEA superficial velocities of 0.04 m/s, 0.06 m/s, 0.08 m/s and 0.10 m/s at an NEA bubble 
diameter of 2 mm and fuel load of 80%. Figure 9 shows the dissolved oxygen concentration versus scrubbing 
time. The dissolved oxygen concentration decreases with increasing scrubbing time, and the higher the NEA 
superficial velocity is, the lower the dissolved oxygen concentration. The maximum difference in dissolved oxy-
gen concentration at the same scrubbing time can reach 23.78% at the four superficial velocities. The rate of 
descent of dissolved oxygen concentration rises as the NEA superficial velocity increases. The average rates of 
descent of dissolved oxygen concentration are 0.062 mg/s, 0.093 mg/s, 0.123 mg/s and 0.153 mg/s when the 
superficial velocity varies from 0.04 m/s to 0.10 m/s, and the maximum change is 146.77%.

Figure 10 shows the contours of the gas holdup distribution at different superficial velocities, and the gas 
holdup increases with increasing superficial velocity. The average gas holdup in fuel is 1.076%, 1.315%, 1.512% 
and 1.906% at superficial velocities varying from 0.04 m/s to 0.10 m/s, and the maximum change is 77.14%. 
Figure 11 shows the variation of the oxygen volumetric mass transfer coefficient with superficial velocity. The 
oxygen volumetric mass transfer coefficient increases with increasing superficial velocity because the increase in 
superficial velocity results in an increase in the oxygen mass transfer coefficient and an increase in the gas–liquid 
contact area. The average oxygen volumetric mass transfer coefficient is 0.065 1/s, 0.117 1/s, 0.147 1/s and 0.179 
1/s at superficial velocities varying from 0.04 m/s to 0.10 m/s, and the maximum change is 175.38%.
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Figure 6.  Dissolved oxygen concentration versus scrubbing time at various bubble diameters.

Figure 7.  Gas holdup distributions at different bubble diameters.
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Influence of fuel load. Figure 12 shows the dissolved oxygen concentration versus scrubbing time at dif-
ferent fuel loads of 35%, 50%, 65% and 80% with an NEA bubble diameter of 2 mm and NEA superficial velocity 
of 0.08 m/s. The dissolved oxygen concentration also decreases with increasing scrubbing time, and the higher 
the fuel load is, the higher the dissolved oxygen concentration. The maximum difference in dissolved oxygen 
concentration at the same scrubbing time can reach 20.9%. The rate of descent of dissolved oxygen concentra-
tion decreases as the fuel load increases. The rates of descent of dissolved oxygen concentration are 0.156 mg/s, 
0.143 mg/s, 0.133 mg/s and 0.123 mg/s when the fuel load varies from 35 to 80%, and the maximum change is 
21.15%.

The contours of the gas holdup distribution at different fuel loads are shown in Fig. 13. It is obvious that the 
gas holdup decreases with increasing fuel load. The average gas holdup in fuel is 2.719%, 2.387%, 1.753% and 
1.372% at fuel loads varying from 35 to 80%, and the maximum change is 49.54%. Figure 14 presents the variation 
of the oxygen volumetric mass transfer coefficient with fuel load. The oxygen volumetric mass transfer coefficient 
decreases with increasing fuel load because the oxygen mass transfer coefficient and gas–liquid contact area both 
decrease. The average oxygen volumetric mass transfer coefficient is 0.267 1/s, 0.215 1/s, 0.186 1/s and 0.148 1/s 
separately as the fuel load varies from 35 to 80%, and the maximum change is 44.57%.

Figure 8.  Oxygen volumetric mass transfer coefficient at different bubble diameters.
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Conclusions
The gas–liquid mass transfer characteristics of aviation fuel scrubbing in an aircraft fuel tank are simulated by the 
CFD method based on two fluid models. The correctness of the CFD method is verified by experiments with a 
deviation of 6.67%, and it is regarded that the mathematical model can be used to predict the behaviors of oxygen 
and nitrogen mass transfer between aviation fuel and NEA bubbles. The effects of the NEA bubble diameter, NEA 
superficial velocity and fuel load on the gas–liquid mass transfer characteristics are simulated and discussed. 
The dissolved oxygen concentration gradually decreases during aviation fuel scrubbing. The rate of descent of 
dissolved oxygen concentration, gas holdup and oxygen volumetric mass transfer coefficient all decrease as the 
bubble diameter and fuel load increase. In contrast, these values increase with increasing NEA superficial velocity.

Figure 10.  Gas holdup distributions at different superficial velocities.

Figure 11.  Oxygen volumetric mass transfer coefficients at different superficial velocities.
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Figure 12.  Dissolved oxygen concentration versus scrubbing time at various fuel loads.

Figure 13.  Gas holdup distributions at different fuel loads.
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